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Experimental rock/Electronica - scene music that is intensely sultry and seductive 10 MP3 Songs

ELECTRONIC: Industrial, ELECTRONIC: Experimental Details: Unleash your primal nature! "Primal" their

eagerly awaited second CD upholds the style set by "Into the Abyss" and leads the listener to new highs.

Pocket Universe's music has been enthusiastically received around the world. Compelling and seductive;

it creates mood and inspires action without demanding control. Where "Into the Abyss" has a sexy,

sensual feel to it, "Primal'' is more, well...primal. It's seductively visceral and compelling. Even prior to its

official release "Primal" was already well on its way to expanding on the success of "Into the Abyss" The

performance art/music duo Pocket Universe comprised of Edmonton artist's Lord Mykel and His Moonfyre

have been creating together since 1999. Sharing a musical theatre art background, they ventured into the

world of music together writing, recording and performing unique tunes. In 2002 they were challenged to

create some "Scene Music". The acceptance of that challenge was the genesis of "Into the Abyss" and

Pocket Universe's vision and talent coalesced. Together they have woven the magic that created the

sensual aural experience found on their first CD "Into the Abyss" and that magic expands with their

Second CD "Primal" Seductive and enchanting music is their forte and they have chosen to present it in

the form of music created for sensually charged encounters. Music meant to be a soundscape to be used

by the listener to create the perfect environment for corporeal escapades. Mykel, a composer and

multi-instrumentalist writes the bed tracks of the songs. Moonfyre, a lyricist explores those tracks

exposing the words and melodies within. Together they collaborate as producers in their own studio and

bring to life their unique style of scene music. That style includes instrumentals, spoken word over music

and vocal melodies; all featured in both their CD's. They produce their albums under the label of their

independent production company Fyrewind Productions Inc. Lord Mykel and His Moonfyre exude

enchantment and mystery. They embody a sensual and irresistible attraction of the type that hasn't been

experienced before. They encourage you to step beyond the abyss into their "Pocket Universe"
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